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NEW QUESTION: 1
if
then what is the value of yin terms of x?
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option D
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is one important reason for customers to change their governance and architecture
frameworks
when transitioning to a hybrid infrastructure?
A. to ensure that they have financial resources in place before the transition
B. to push projects with sensitive information to public cloud resources
C. to help control self-provisioning according to corporate policies
D. to increase IT staffs expertise in cloud specialization
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A registered representative privately assures a customer that a certain stock will double within
18 months.
During this period the stock the stock performs as predicted.
Which of the following statements is true?
A. the commentary was permissible because the stock advanced as the registered
representative forecast
B. the comment is permissible only if the representative had been registered with the SEC
under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940
C. this statement constituted a form of fraud prohibited under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934
D. this is a violation because the SEC requires all information about stock prices to be publicly
announced
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: this statement constituted a form of fraud prohibited under the Securities

Exchange Act of
1934. Such statements are fraudulent when rendered even if future events result in their
accuracy.
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